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and.The Trojan Calendar is an essential part of any English language speaker's vocabulary. Just like
Mr. Li, Chinese people have their own calendar that goes by the same name. But the two calendars
are not the same. In the English calendar, February 2 is Valentine's Day. Chinese people follow the
Chinese calendar which carries a different name for the same day. In Chinese, it is called Yue-yue-

chun-feng (literally: the Male Month of Love and Fiance). This Chinese expression refers to the
marriage of the male who vowed to marry the woman the groom would choose in return for the

wedding gifts and support. The implication is that the bride is kept from seeing the man who
proposed to her as a woman to marry. In Chinese culture, February 3 is considered to be the day the
girl says yes or no. According to Chinese folklore, a woman who rejects the marriage proposal of the
man of her choice will meet a bad end in her future life. The Oxford University Press has published a
translation of a famous Chinese poem, An Open Box, which reveals the Chinese/Danish love story of
eight centuries ago. It says, "I love you without knowing how or why / I found you in the open box. /
You are my only one / And I am your only one / And we are not his only one / But are so lovely / That
we were the one in the open box." What many Chinese people don't know is that Chinese calendar
has more than one hundred lunar festivals. It is a Chinese custom to display beautiful flowers and

ask well-wishes in these festivals. They are also called xuantian, which means "God-alone" in
Chinese. In a short video, a Chicago-based Chinese design team in the U.S. takes us on a colorful

tour of China. In their video, we watched how Chinese people do worship on the Chinese New Year.
All over the nation, it is the time to visit family or do gift exchanges. The holiday that has the

greatest weight in Chinese culture is the Chinese New Year. On this
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